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Abstract— A classic simulation that can describe concurrent processes on an operating system is the dining 

philosopher problem. In the dining philosophers problem, there is the possibility of a deadlock, a condition in 

which two or more processes cannot continue their execution. This research produces a software application 

that can simulate the concurrent process and prevent deadlock problems that occur. The benefit of the 

simulation in this study is as a visualization of the completion of dining philosophers problems and as an 

additional facility in the teaching and learning process, especially in operating system courses. 

 
Index Terms—Concurrent; Deadlock; Operating System; Simulation  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The operating system is an interface that bridges communication between the user and the computer 

system. As the main component in a computer system, the operating system must control the use of all 

available resources [1]. In the process of designing an operating system, there is a common foundation 

called concurrency. Processes are declared concurrent if several processes exist at the same time [2]. 

Concurrent processes can be completely independent of each other but can also interact with each other. 

The interacting processes require synchronization to adequately controlled. However, several problems 

must resolve in the interacting concurrent processes, such as deadlocks, synchronization, etc. A classic 

simulation that can describe concurrent processes on an operating system is the dining philosopher 

problem. The dining philosophers problem is illustrated as several philosophers at the dining table with 

some chopsticks [3]. If there is a very hungry philosopher, he will take chopsticks. If philosophers take 

chopsticks, then some philosophers have to wait until the chopsticks put back. In this illustration, there is 

a possibility of a deadlock, a condition in which two or more processes cannot continue their execution 

[4]. 

Simulation is the process of designing a model of an existing system, then conducting experiments on 

the model and evaluating the experimental results [5]. Simulation is a technique or method of solving 

problems through imitation system data processing to obtain experimental output data as material for 

problem solutions or input for actual system development and improvement. By doing a simulation, it can 

see the results that will obtain if applied to the real world and can minimize the risk. 

In the world of education, simulation can use as a teaching method, assuming that not all learning 

processes can be carried out directly on the actual object. The simulation learning method is a learning 

method that imitates something real to its surroundings or process [6]. Simulation can improve 

understanding by providing a visualization of an object [7]. Based on these reasons, in this study, a dining 

philosopher problem simulation was built, which is used to visualize the concurrent process in the 

operating system. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

A. Operating System 

The operating system is an interface that bridges communication between the user and the computer 

system. The operating system hides all the hardware complexities by providing functions at the machine 

level to avoid programming hassles, making it easier for application program designers [8]. 
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As the main component in a computer system, the operating system control the use of all available 

resources [1]. Some of the functions provided by the operating system include : 

 Software that controls hardware is just an ordinary program. 

 Programs that make hardware easier to use. 

 Collection of programs that regulate hardware work. 

 Resource manager or resource allocator. 

 As a control program. 

 As the kernel, a program that continues to run as long as the computer is turned on. 

 As a guardian, which is to regulate or protect computers from various computer crimes.  

As a resource manager, the operating system provides routines for handling computer resources. These 

routines can be grouped into five broad categories, namely [9]: 

 Process management. 

 Main memory management. 

 I / O Management. 

 File management. 

 Secondary memory management concurrent 

 

In the process of designing an operating system, there is a common foundation called concurrency. 

Processes are declared concurrent if several processes exist at the same time [2]. Concurrent systems 

allow processes to access one resource simultaneously. Causes a race condition, which is a condition in 

which more than one process tries to access a resource simultaneously [10]. This race condition has an 

impact on the consistency and validity of the conditions of the resources accessed. 

Concurrency in the operating system is very important. Currently, the operating system is 

multiprogramming or multithreading and leading to distributed processing, which requires concurrent 

processes. In concurrent processes that interact with each other, several fundamental problems must be 

resolved :  

 Mutual Exclusion 

 Deadlock 

 Starvation 

 Synchronization 

 

The solution to these problems is fundamental because computer system technology leads to a 

multiprocessing, distributed and parallel system that requires congruent processes. The scope of 

congruences includes the following [11] : 

 Allocation of processing services to processes. 

 Common use and competition for resources. 

 Communication between processes. 

 Multi-process activity synchronization deadlock. 

 

One of the fundamental problems with concurrent operating system processes is deadlocks. A process is 

a deadlock if the process is waiting for a specific event that will never happen [12]. A set of processes is a 

deadlock when every process in the collection is waiting for an event that other processes can only do. 

The process of waiting for events that will never happen. 

Deadlock occurs when processes access exclusive resources. All deadlocks that occur involve 

competition for exclusive resources by two or more processes. A process is said to experience starvation 

when the processes wait for an infinite resource allocation, while other processes can obtain resource 

allocations [8]. Starvation is due to bias in resource allocation policies or strategies. This condition must 

avoid because it is unfair, but it is a desire that avoidance was done as efficiently as possible. 

 Waiting for each other in an operating system process can be due to the prerequisite of each process 

being another process or waiting for resources used by other processes. There are four conditions for the 

occurrence of deadlocks, namely [10] : 

 Mutual exclusion condition, where each resource at that time is given to exactly one process. 

 Hold and wait condition, the processes that are holding the resource, waiting for a new resource. 

 Non-preemption condition, previously given resources cannot be forcibly taken from the process. 

Resources must be explicitly released from the processes that hold them. 
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 There is a circular chain of two or more processes in circular wait condition, each waiting for the 

resource held by the next member in the chain. The first three conditions are the necessary conditions for 

the occurrence of deadlocks. The existence of a deadlock always means that these conditions are met. 

However, the existence of these three conditions does not guarantee a deadlock. Deadlock occurs when 

the fourth condition is met. The fourth condition is a must for deadlocks to occur. 

 

B. Simulation 

Simulation is the process of designing a model of an existing system, then conducting experiments on 

the model and evaluating the experimental results [5]. Simulation is a technique or method of solving 

problems through imitation system data processing to obtain experimental output data as material for 

problem solutions or input for actual system development and improvement. Doing a simulation can see 

the results obtained if applied to the real world and minimize the risk. 

 Simulation is a technique or method of solving problems through data processing imitation system 

operating systems to obtain output data from investigations or research experiments as material for 

problem solutions or as input to develop and improve actual system structures and operations. The 

benefits of simulation in the real world, among others [13]: 

 Describe system behavior. 

 Simulate the operation of a system through a model. 

 Solve a mathematical problem with numerical analysis. 

 Studying the dynamics of a system. 

 Provides a description of system behavior in development over time. 

 Build theories and hypotheses that account for the behavior of the system that is enjoyed. 

 Predicting future system behavior, namely the effect of system changes or changes in operation. 

 

C. Dining Philosophers Problem 

The Dining Philosophers Problem is one of the classic problems in synchronization. The dining 

philosophers problem illustrates several philosophers at the dining table with some chopsticks [3]. There 

are five philosophers with five bowls of noodles in front of each philosopher and one chopstick between 

each philosopher. Philosophers spend time thinking (when complete) and eating (when hungry). When 

hungry, the philosopher will take two chopsticks (in the left and right hands) and eat. However, at times, 

only one chopstick was taken. If a philosopher takes two chopsticks, then two philosophers beside the 

philosopher who is eating must wait until the chopsticks put back.   The deadlock condition can occur if 

every philosopher is hungry and takes the left chopstick, then all the values of the chopsticks will be zero, 

and then each philosopher will take the right chopstick, then a deadlock will occur. There are several 

ways to avoid deadlocks, including : 

 Allow a maximum of 4 philosophers to sit together at one table. 

 Allows a philosopher to pick up chopsticks only if they are present. 

 Using an asymmetric solution, the philosopher on an odd number takes the left chopstick first, 

then the right chopstick. Meanwhile, the philosopher who sits on an even chair takes the right 

chopstick first, then the left chopstick. 

 

 

 

III. RESULT 

Table 1. Process Illustration 

 Time A Time B Initial Condition 

First Philosopher 7 10 15 

Second Philosopher 5 4 4 

Third Philosopher 6 11 14 

Fourth Philosopher 5 13 11 

Fifth Philosopher 6 12 18 
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From Table 1, it know that the condition of each philosopher, namely philosopher-1, is in a complete 

condition because the initial condition of 15 seconds is above the B-time, which is only 10 seconds 

(philosopher-1 will feel hungry and look for chopsticks 5 seconds later). Philosopher-2 is in a hungry 

state because the initial condition 4 seconds = time-B, philosopher-3 is in a state of fullness, philosopher-

4 is in a state of hunger, and philosopher-5 is in a state of fullness. The initial conditions of the dining 

philosophers problem can describe as in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Simulation Initial Condition 

 

When t = 1 second, philosophers-1, philosophers-3 and philosophers-5 are full and thinking, the 

simulation process is complete and thinking, while philosophers-2 and philosophers-4 are hungry and get 

chopsticks in their left hand. At t = 2 seconds, philosophers-2 and philosophers-4 get two chopsticks and 

start eating, while philosophers-1, philosophers-3 and philosophers-5 are still full and thinking. At time t 

= 3 seconds, the philosopher-3 feels hungry (because the current philosopher-3 life span = time-B is 11 

seconds) and starts looking for chopsticks but does not get chopsticks because the chopstick on the left 

use by philosopher-4 and chopsticks on the right used by philosophers-2. 

F1

F2

F3 F4

F5

= kenyang & sedang berpikir.

KETERANGAN :

= lapar & sedang mencari sumpit.

= sedang makan.

= mati.  
Fig. 2. Illustration of the Simulation Condition when t = 3 Seconds 

 

At time t = 5 seconds, philosopher-1 feels hungry (because philosopher-1's current lifetime = time-B is 

10 seconds) and looks for chopsticks. Philosopher-1 got chopsticks in his right hand. At time t = 6 

seconds, the philosopher-5 feels hungry (because the current philosopher-5's lifetime = time-B is 12 

seconds) and looks for chopsticks. The philosopher-5 did not get the chopsticks. At t = 9 seconds, the 

philosopher-2 is full (because his life has reached the maximum value, which is 9 seconds = time-A + 

time-B) and begins to think. Philosopher-3 gets chopsticks in his right hand. 

At t = 10 seconds, the philosopher-1 gets two chopsticks and starts eating. At t = 11 seconds, the 

philosopher-4 is complete and begins to think. Philosopher-5 gets chopsticks in his right hand. At t = 12 

seconds, the philosopher-3 gets two chopsticks and starts eating. 
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F1

F2

F3 F4

F5

= kenyang & sedang berpikir.

KETERANGAN :

= lapar & sedang mencari sumpit.

= sedang makan.

= mati.
 

Fig. 3. Illustration of the Simulation Condition when t = 12 Seconds 

 

The simulation process will continue according to the procedure. The simulation will only stop if a 

deadlock condition occurs. Table 2 is an illustration of the simulation of a deadlock. 

 
Table 2. Process Deadlock Illustration 

 Time A Time B Initial Condition 

First Philosopher 7 12 27 

Second Philosopher 5 3 2 

Third Philosopher 15 10 25 

Fourth Philosopher 6 5 5 

Fifth Philosopher 20 5 20 

 

At t = 1 second, philosophers-2 and philosophers-4 are hungry and get chopsticks in their left hand, 

while philosophers-1, philosophers-3 and philosophers-5 are full and thinking. At t = 2 seconds, 

philosopher-2 and philosopher-4 get two chopsticks and start eating. At t = 10 seconds, philosophers-2 

and philosophers-4 are full and start thinking. At t = 15 seconds, all philosophers are simultaneously 

hungry and take the chopstick in their left hand. There was a deadlock condition because all the 

philosophers holding chopsticks in their left hands were waiting for chopsticks on the right. All 

philosophers will wait for each other. 

 

 

F1

F2

F3 F4

F5

= kenyang & sedang berpikir.

KETERANGAN :

= lapar & sedang mencari sumpit.

= sedang makan.

= mati.

DEADLOCK !

 
Fig. 4. Deadock Condition Illustration 

 

In this simulation, deadlock conditions that occur can avoid by choosing one of the following three 

solutions :  

 Solution-A allows a maximum of 4 philosophers to sit together at one table. There will be no 

deadlock condition if there are less than four philosophers seated together around a table with 

five seats (one philosopher is considered dead). 

 Solution-B, which is to allow a philosopher to take chopsticks only if the two chopsticks are 

present. If all philosophers are hungry simultaneously, only two philosophers can eat because the 

philosopher takes two chopsticks simultaneously. 
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 Solution-C is an asymmetric solution. The philosopher on the odd number takes the left 

chopstick then the right chopstick, while the philosopher on the even number takes the right 

chopstick first, then the left chopstick. Suppose all philosophers are hungry at the same time. In 

that case, the asymmetric method of taking will prevent all philosophers from taking the left 

chopstick simultaneously to avoid the deadlock condition. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Based on the results obtained in this study, several conclusions draw, namely, the dining philosopher 

problems simulation built in this study can visualize concurrent processes well. The simulation 

application built in this study can visualize deadlock problem handlers through 3 deadlock handling 

solutions. It recommends that the simulation built in this study develop by illustrating a more complex 

process to visualize the concurrent process better.  
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